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X-Apparently-To:

thewizardofzin@yahoo.com via 209.191.87.123; Tue, 21 Feb 2006 18:29:20 - 0800

X-Originating-IP:

[209.240.205.138]

Return-Path:

<victorgm@webtv.net>

Authentication-Results:

mta150.mail.scd.yahoo.com from=webtv.net; domainkeys=neutral (no sig)

Received:

from 209.240.205.138 (EHLO smtpout- 3203.bay.webtv.net) (209.240.205.138) by
mta150.mail.scd.yahoo.com with SMTP; Tue, 21 Feb 2006 18:29:20 - 0800

Received:

from storefull- 3231.bay.webtv.net (bay- 6me- tv- 1a- natpool- 1.bay.webtv.net [209.240.207.249]) by
smtpout- 3203.bay.webtv.net (WebTV_Postfix+sws) with ESMTP id 1D6F4D7CD for
<thewizardofzin@yahoo.com>; Tue, 21 Feb 2006 18:29:20 - 0800 (PST)

Received:

(from production@localhost) by storefull- 3231.bay.webtv.net (8.8.8- wtv- f/mt.gso.26Feb98) id
SAA27415; Tue, 21 Feb 2006 18:29:19 - 0800 (PST)

X-WebTV-Signature:

1 ETAtAhUAtOxEJAdxqKGsl7pIsnrhj/DPGwsCFBQVY2nOFH1SGfhFW2trJ4unbGFK

From:

"Victor Martinez" <victorgm@webtv.net>

Date:

Tue, 21 Feb 2006 18:29:19 - 0800

To:

thewizardofzin@yahoo.com

Subject:

Private note to ANONYMOUS: We must move QUICKLY,... your PR statement!

Message-ID:

<3513- 43FBCC7F- 6439@storefull- 3231.bay.webtv.net>

Content-Disposition:

Inline

Content-Type:

Text/Plain; Charset=ISO- 8859- 1

[ Hide]

Add to Address Book

Add Mobile Alert

Content-Transfer-Encoding: Quoted- Printable
MIME-Version:

1.0 (WebTV)

Content-Length:

3394

VICTOR:
I must be brief, but wanted to let you know that I'm still here and
have
been reading your messages avidly. The information you sent confirms
your suspicion that Doty is impersonating Paul McGovern in the e-mail
example you sent.
COMMENT:
you!

NO! It's also YOU! Wait until you see what I have to send

In order to put the nail in the coffin, though, I would like for Kelly
Neff to elaborate on her contact with Doty. When did he first contact
her?
ANSWER: I just called Kelly today before she went to pick up Bill from
the airport at 5 p.m. CA time. She first spoke with Rick about 2-3 days
http://us.f380.mail.yahoo.com/ym/ShowLetter?box=Important&MsgId…&Idx=32&Search=&YY=73405&order=up&sort=date&pos=3&view=a&head=f
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AFTER POSTING #12 on Tuesday, January 24, or the day after my friend
contacted you on the 23rd.
That FIRST posting was sent to Bill in Europe from Rick's computer via
encryption.
What exactly did he say his role was?
ANSWER: He said that YOU, Mr ANONYMOUS [who was really THE IMPOSTER]
told him that you were UNhappy with my editing corrections to your
material and that you were now changing moderators to Bill Ryan who was
a "reporter" [would leave everything as is/no changes] and not like an
"editor" which is what I am.
Did she retain any of the mailing envelopes or receipts that contained
the information?
ANSWER: No. Rick told her that day that his superiors (were there
really any?) did not want anything sent via the Internet and only via
Fed Ex, so he asked Kelly when Bill would be home so he could Fed Ex it
to her. Bill was home to receive and sign for all three (3) Fed Ex
packlages.
My superiors interest is piqued, but they require more evidence to show
that Doty was (as WE suspect) acting quite alone in this little
charade.
COMMENT: I disagree with you here. I THINK -- I DON'T know -- that Rick
was acting on behalf of someone else -- THE IMPOSTER -- whom he might
very well have believed was YOU -- and was simply carrying out the
continuation of the AUTHENTIC "Project SERPO" documents.
Again, I ask you to look and examine all of the GOOD Rick has done in
terms of UFO disclosure AFTER pulling a "fast one" on poor Linda
Moulton
Howe.
QUESTION: WHAT would his motivation be?
If there is more that you can send me; can you get any of HIS original
posts?
ANSWER: After the single encrypted post, the next three (3) postings
were sent on disks and all of those are in possession of Bill Ryan;
Kelly was NOT home when the Fed Ex guy came around, else she told me
today, that she would have sent them ALL to me!
My own would be helpful, but not vital, as I would illustrate the
difference to my colleagues. My friend, we must act quickly.
COMMENT: Yeah, so what are you waiting for?!
statement!

Let's have that public

I expect that Bill Ryan and Rick Doty have another post planned for
release prior to the Laughlin Conference that Bill Ryan intends to
speak
at.
COMMENT: Bill's represented "Project SERPO" VERY well, but he lacks
the
level of discernment that I do,... please note that I'm rarely
discussed
in online forums, discussion boards, etc. I ignore all of that crap.
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Bill's become the topic, instead of SERPO!
We must have the evidence in place prior to Bill taking the podium, so
that our release coincides with theirs -- we shall use their own
pathetic attempt at showmanship to the detriment!
COMMENT: Well, this is all the evidence you may get for now, BUT I can
write the release with you in such a manner that it leaves the clear
impression that this was Satan's dirty work here!
One last thing -- can we enlist Ms. Neff's assistance?
COMMENT: Yes! But she said today that this is all she knows as of now
and Bill is VERY "secretive" about SERPO (as if he's on a "spy"
mission
of some sort) even going so far as to peek over her shoulder when she's
at HER computer in her own home!
If her statements could be made public through a source of MINE,
perhaps
we can stop the imposters COLD.
COMMENT: Her name CANNOT be made public; she wants her name OUT.
However, I have a way of nailing it for you,... TRUST ME on this
one,...
you'll LOVE it! Just get that ----ing statement to me!
Let me know soon, as we must take the initiative without delay!
COMMENT: Yes. Bill came in about an hour ago at 5 p.m. in San
Francisco and Kelly takes him to the airport on Sunday, 2-25-06 at 1:50
p.m.
SM
And if you could, please explain to me what information you had to
arrive at my identity (which I may neither confirm nor deny
COMMENT: Which means you've "CONFIRMED" it; that's OK, I like you, and
Scott nor I have NO intention of EVER revealing your ID to ANYONE, so
R-E-L-A-X already, will you?! You're making ME nervous!
at this time for obvious reason, the least of which not being your
protection
ANSWER: I learned of your identity on the basis of an e-mail sent to a
small group called the "Team of 5" (myself, Dr. Green, Dr. Puthoff,
Rick Doty and Bill Ryan) by Rick Doty, who said he learned of your
POSSIBLE identity from two (2) DIA sources, who were 90% certain that
YOU were ANONYMOUS.
ANALYSIS: This should alert you that Rick and two (2) DIA sources (at
least in your own agency) knew early on (to 90% certainty, at least) of
your identity, and it also clearly demonstrates that, although Kit, Hal
and I also heard this, we are TRUSTworthy in that we have not told
ANYone else.
Other short-list candidates were: Paul McGovern, Gene Lakes/Loscowski,
B
R Inman and Herb Milton (is he dead?).
Now, YOU have the full deck to deal from. As far as Bill is concerned,
he's way too busy thinking of his next "Project SERPO" appearance to
give it any further thought and being invited to DIA headquarters in DC
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to appear with you is that he thinks about constantly,... this came
from
Kelly!
After Scott and I learned of your identity, we have NEVER brought it up
to ANYone and Drs P & G and myself never bring it up. The "Team of 5"
still exists, but Hal and I rarely ever respond now (since "Project
SERPO" was hijacked) and when I do, it's just for "small talk" like to
wish Bill good luck in Laughlin, NV as I recently forwarded to you.
P.S.: I would LOVE to take a class from you in in the "Center for
Peace
& Security Studies" someday,... oh well a burger and then a walk in the
tidal basin in April will have to do to walk off those calories! Hope
your burger joints are as good as ours! –
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